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THE US FIJI TIMES PROUD OF ITS SERVICE
The US Fiji Times is ranked as the top newspaper being published outside of Fiji for the Fiji
American community and all over the world.
The paper’s popularity has grown immensely
in recent years due to its critical approach in
impressing the need for charitable organizations to rise up in all occasions to help Fiji and
the people back home. Visitors from around the
world have commended the paper on its stand
to serve the community. The US Fiji Times understands that like in any other field, there is
competition and competing with “ The largest
newspaper out of Fiji” has been a difficult task
for newer publications. This is not because of
its magnitude and coverage, but because of its
stability and growth capabilities.

The writers of the paper comprise some of Fiji’s best. Even though they are not too visible in
social functions, they are taking up their challenges very effectively. The marketing strategy
handles by our CEO/Publisher Mr. Rocky Ali
is the hallmark of the papers current strength.
Despite lacking the front line journalist experience, he makes up for the deficiency with the
sheer ability to jeep the media wagon rolling.
His insatiable love to be involved with the community to cherish in this very noble cause is
worthy of higher recommendation. We have a
very vibrant community, so despite the paper
being issued free, the expectation of the community is very high. The coverage of all the
major events is a mist for the paper and we feel

very proud to be associated with major organizations
to see that their events are properly covered with
pictures, stories and awareness via our social media
platforms.
The paper is being also sent to countries like Fiji,
NZ, Australia, Canada, England and Sweden for Fijians abroad to also get the feel of the luxuries of
USA. The feedback has been overwhelming in this
regard and it has become a trend for many organizations to rely on US Fiji Times in reaching the desired
success with adequate coverage.
The paper will strive to serve the community with
the best of its ability and assures the community that there will be quality reporting at all times.
Vinaka – Rocky Buksh
w w w. u s f i j i t i m e s . o r g

We have noticed that some pictures that appear in the US Fiji Times have been reproduced in some other newspapers, magazines
and web sites. Please note that all contents of the US Fiji Times are copyrighted and cannot be reproduced in any form without the
permission of the US Fiji Times by contacting them at info@usfijitimes.org
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Fiji News

PROJECT ENABLES ACCESS TO SAFE
DRINKING WATER FOR SESE COMMUNITY

More than 200 Fijians from
40 households at Sese in Cuvu,
Nadroga now have access to
safe, clean and accessible drinking water. This follows the commissioning of the Sese Water
Project by the Minister for
Rural and Maritime Development and Disaster Management,
Inia Seruiratu on Monday. The
water project was completed
under the Ministry’s Self-Help
Programme (SHP) with an investment of around $30,000 by
Government. Through a joint
collaboration between the Ministry and the United Nations
Development Programme’s
Governance for Resilience in
the Pacific (Gov4Res) Project
to risk-inform the project, an
additional funding of $6,000
was committed to support the
sustainability of the project.
The assistance by Government
included the provision of two
20,000 litres water tanks, while
the additional funding by the
Gov4Res Project was directed
towards the installation of the
storage facility and protection
of the water infrastructure to

ensure it could withstand future disasters such as cyclones.
Sese community water committee member and resident Mr.
Mun Reddy said they were
grateful to Government and
the UNDP’s Gov4Res project
for working together to enable
the provision of clean drinking
water to the residents of Sese.
“The community used to fetch
water from other places in gallons and have had to transport
it in cars and carriers to their
homes. The community is very
happy because everyone is getting water now.
Speaking during the commissioning of the project, Minister
Seruiratu said the Sese Water
Project was part of our joint
partnership with the UNDP in
working towards ensuring that
all our developments were risk
informed. “This water infrastructure is done in line with
our resilience in development
programme. Most of the water
facilities in rural areas are usually damaged by flying debris
or blown away when there is
a disaster. But the Sese Water

His Excellency, President
Ratu Wiliame Maivalili Katonivere, received the credentials
of Non-resident Ambassador of
Brazil to Fiji, His Excellency,
Mauricio Carvalho Lyrio, at the
State House this morning. H.E
Lyrio is a career diplomat and
had served at the Brazilian Embassies in Washington (19992002), Buenos Aires (2002-

2005), and Beijing (2011-2013).
Prior to his appointment, H.E
Lyrio was the Brazilian Ambassador to Mexico between February 2018 and September 2021.
He holds a Bachelor's Degree in
Social Communication (1989)
and a Master's Degree in International Relations (1994) from
the Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro.

Project is different. It has a shed
over it, a stand and steel wires
and wall protection to prevent
it from being damaged come
the next cyclone. It is our hope
that the provision of water will
not be disrupted come the next

disaster,” Minister Seruiratu
said. Minister Seruiratu said
water and sanitation was a key
development programme for
Government. “We hope that
this project will contribute to
the good health and sanitation

of the community members and
also meet their security needs
and of course contribute to the
overall wellbeing of the community here in Sese.”

H.E LYRIO IS BRAZIL'S NON-RESIDENT
AMBASSADOR TO FIJI

PRESIDENT KATONIVERE RECEIVED H.E
MADUBIKE'S CREDENTIALS AS THE NONRESIDENT AMBASSADOR OF NIGERIA TO FIJI
His Excellency, President
Ratu Wiliame Maivalili Katonivere, received the credentials of
the Non-resident Ambassador of
Nigeria to Fiji, His Excellency,
Anderson Madubike, at the
State House this afternoon. Prior
to his appointment, H.E Madubike was the Consul General at
the Consulate General of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria. He

was also the Minister for Nigerians in Diaspora, Economic Matters, and Investment from 2014
to 2017. During his tenure with
the Nigerian Foreign Service,
H.E Madubike was responsible
for a variety of administrative,
conflict resolution, diplomatic,
economic/trade, political, and
public policy matters.
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MOST POWERFUL & SUCCESSFUL PANDITH JI
Specialized in:

EXPERT IN READING

BRINGING LOVED
ONES BACK

HOROSCOPE, PSYCHIC,
PALM READING

BLACK
MAGIC REMOVAL

WORRYING IS WASTING ENERGY ON
THE THINGS YOU CAN'T CONTROL
LEAVE EVERYTHING IN MY HAND

I AM THE KEY TO YOUR SUCCESS

ALL RELIGIONS ARE WELCOME

YOU ARE NOT ALONE!

Stop Worrying All Work is Guaranteed No More Sorrow & Tears

BLACK MAGIC
SPIRITUAL HEALER

GET LOVE BACK

HEALTH ISSUES
LOVE SPELLS

QUICK RESULTS
HELPS ON ALL MATTERS OF LIFE
ARE YOU FACING DIFFICULT PROBLEMS?

POOJA FOR

Need help with (Love) (Black Magic) (Marriage)
(Husband) (Wife) (Divorce) (Relationships) (Family)
(Friends) (Health) (Business) (Job) (Money)? etc.,

Astrologer

Raghav

www.astrologerusa.com

Los angeles, CA 92647
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Ramadan & Eid Greetings
from Gading Jame Masjid
Really looking forward to
normalizing our day to day living. As we embarked on another
blessed month of Ramadan, we
pray for peace and harmony
around the globe.
As you are reading this article
Ramadan has already started
and really looking forward to
having an amazing atmosphere
all around the globe. The beauty
of this month is the blessings are
in abundance. On behalf of my
entire team at American Muslim Association/Gading Jame
Masjid, I would like to take this
opportunity to convey Ramadan
Mubarak to the community and
to all fasting brothers and sisters
around the globe. Ramadan is
the ninth month of the Islamic
calendar and fasting is one of
the fundamental pillars in Islam.
During this auspicious month,
capable Muslims are mandated
to keep their fast from sunrise
to sunset. The month of Ramadan is a time for spiritual
reflection, prayer, increasing
our good deeds, and spending
time with family and friends.
The fasting is intended to help
teach Muslims self-discipline,
self-restraint, and generosity.
It is the month to appreciate all
the blessings our Creator Allah Subhana Hu Wa Ta’ala has
bestowed upon us and it also
reminds us of the suffering of

the poor, who may rarely get to
eat well. Charity (Zakat) giving
is another one of the 5 pillars
in Islam and is increased in the
month of Ramadan. A person
who has wealth is required
to give in charity 2.5% to the
family members or any Muslim
brothers or sisters who are not as
fortunate. Rewards for any good
deeds done during the month
of Ramadan are multiplied by
seventy at the minimum but
there is no limit to what Allah
gives. Let’s pray for all brothers
and sisters who have departed
this world before us that may
Allah Subhana Hu Wa Ta’ala
be pleased with them and grant
them all the highest level in paradise…Ameen! Gading Jame
Masjid is having Iftaar daily,
five daily and Taraweeh prayers.
As most of you know, Gading Jame Masjid’s grand opening ceremony was originally
scheduled for March 2020 but
due to the pandemic it was postponed. Since the environment
improved, the grand opening
ceremony was held on March
5. The program was awesome
in many ways. The AMA team
organized and executed well.
We had a great turn out for our
ribbon cutting ceremony. The
Mayor of City of Hayward,
council members, neighboring
church pastors, neighboring

Masjid Imam and board members and community members
were present. The ribbon cutting
was carried out by our Board of
Trustees, Board of Directors,
Ladies League and Youth Team,
respectively from the main front
gate and all entry doors of the
Masjid. The grand open plaque
installed in the Masjid courtyard
was unveiled by Mayor Barbara Halliday. Our community
worked very hard to reach the
milestone of building a new
Masjid from ground up and
everyone deserved the celebration of this great achievement.
I thank all those brothers and
sisters who have donated and
or have contributed in any way
towards the construction of the
new Masjid, may Allah Subhana
Hu Wa Ta’ala accept your contributions and reward you all in
many folds…Ameen!
Many thanks to all those
brothers and sisters who worked
tirelessly in preparing for the
grand opening, may Allah
Subhana Hu Wa Ta’ala reward you all for your support
and dedication and not forgetting those brothers and sisters
who donated for the grand
opening function, may Allah
Subhana Hu Wa Ta’ala reward
you all as well. Special recognition and appreciation for brother
Rocky Buksh and his US Fiji

Times team to be present and
capturing this historical moment
for the community to remembers for years to come. This
Masjid will serve as an abode
to future generations, not just
as a place of worship but also a
place of community functions,
recreation, and learning. I also
would like to thank all the
community members that continue to financially support and
participate in the daily
and Juma prayers.
Gading Jame Masjid has
started a ‘Food Pantry’ program
to assist anyone in need and also
a Welfare Team to
support families in need and
to reach out to communities hit
by natural disasters. Recently
our Welfare Team supported
the Tongan community with
food and water drive to send
to Tonga, this was a very successful event and appreciated by
the Tongan community. If you
or anyone you know is in need,
please contact any of the Board
Members or if you are interested in contributing to this
noble cause, please let us know.
I would like to conclude by
praying that may we end this
blessed month of Ramadan with
peace, harmony, happiness, and
with a great celebration of Eidul Fitr.

“Dunya Se Dil Laga Kar Dunya Se Kiya Milega Yade Khuda
Kiyeja Tuj Ko Khuda Milega”
A Greeting Poem for Ramadan, the Blessed Month
Marhaba, Marhaba, Marhaba Oh Ramadan! the month
of blessing, the month that all
Muslims are anxiously awaiting to fast, the month that elevates the faith of Muslims, the
month that brings good and bad
Muslims together, the month in
which Qur'an is recited more
than all the other months combined, Oh the loving Ramadan,
here you are with us again, the
month of piety in which all
doubtful hobbies are avoided,
Oh Ramadan, Marhaban,
Marhaba, Marhaba! the only
month that has a Night of Power,
the only month in which Angels
descend in troops, the month in
which the poor and the rich get
their past sins forgiven, Oh Ramadan, the lessons you taught
us will not be forgotten,
Oh Ramadan, we look forward to seeing more of you in
fettle. Marhaba, Marhaba, Marhaba Oh Ramadan!

\

your one stop indian grocer in san bruno

NEELAM PACIFIC MARKET
429-494 SAN MATEO AVE, SAN BRUNO CA 94066 | 650-583-5024

OPEN 7-DAYS
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GADING JAME MASJID - HAYWARD CALIFORNIA

CALL TODAY: 650-468-6709
Web Designing, Branding, Logo, Social Media Marketing

www.qlikdesign.com
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Your Family and Friends
Just A Call Away

Visit the website www.fijitel.net for new cheaper rates to the world
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Ancient Indian Vedic Astrology & Spiritualist
Expert In Reading Past, Present & Future

Master SHIVADURGA

ALL RELIGIONS ARE
WELCOME

DON'T GIVE UP,
DON'T LOSE HOPE

ones back

years
Traditional

Remove
black magic

solve problem like / Quick results
GET YOUR LOVE BACK

FAMAILY PROBLEM

LOVE SPELLS

BUSINESS PROBLEM

CAREER PROBLEM

LOVE PROBLEM

RELATIONSHIP PROBLEM
JEALOUSY AND CURSE
VASHIKARAN

HEALTH ISSUES

SPIRITUAL HEALING
STOP SEPARATION

PSYCHIC READING
EVIL SPIRIT REMOVAL

BLACK MAGIC REMOVAL

100% RESULT GUARANTEED GIVE LIFE LONG PROTECTION
24/7 WHATSAPP SUPPORT

510 993 9977
2175 Decoto Road, Union City, CA 94587
www
www

mastershivadurga.com

mastershivadurga@gmail.com
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Shingar
Emporium

Exclusive Fashion & Jewelry
From India

EID MUBARAK
28521 Mission Blvd. Hayward, CA 94544
(510) 537-6960

1026 Mc. Henry Ave. Suite 8, Modesto,Ca
(209) 236-0334
157 Great South Rd., Papatoetoe 2025,
Auckland, New Zealand 09-2158755

TRANSMISSIONS
Call (800) 778-0752

Top quality automatic transmission rebuilder with over 40 years industry experience
Foreign,
Domestic & German
Transmission Specialists

Eid Mubarak:
Blessings to all
19839 Cabot Blvd.
Hayward, CA 94545
Tel. (510) 732-6356 (direct)
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SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE

The US Fiji Times is a Monthly Newspaper Publications in USA.
We have readers world-wide. You can subscribe to have a hard copy mailed to you.
E-copies are also available on our Facebook page & our website.
USA
CANADA
U.K
U.A.E

$50 p/y | $30 6mon
$100 p/y | $60 6mon
$200 p/y | $110 6mon
$200 p/y | $110 6mon

AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
FIJI
Website

$150 p/y | $80 6mon
$150 p/y | $80 6mon
$100 p/y | $70 6mon
www.usfijitimes.org

All prices are in USD

CALL TODAY: 650-468-6709
Web Designing, Branding, Logo, Social Media Marketing

www.qlikdesign.com
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AESHA LEARNING CENTER
A
T

esha Learning Center is a voluntary Islamic Boarding Institute for girls. Currently there are 50 fulltime
students, 55 Saturday class students and 20 plus ladies. Aesha Learning employs a total of 9 teachers and 5
trainee teachers. They also have 1 Cook, 2 cook assistants, 1 Matron & 1 watchman to the facility.
he Institute has a dormitory and a multi-urpose hall which is used for exams, workshops and is also available for hire. Aesha Learning has curiculum for ages 7 and up and the mission is to educate people islamic
cultures and prepare girls to lead their lives in accordance with Quran & Sunnah. A sunstantial amount of funds is
required to operate an institute of this magnitide and we depend solely on donations to run it.

CONTACT INFO
ADDRESS: 6 MARKAZ ROAD, KORONIVIA
NAUSORI, FIJI ISLANDS
G.P.O. BOX 14505, SUVA FIJI
DIRECTOR: MAULANA FAIYAZ - 995-0471
PRINCIPAL - 932-8371
WEBSITE: jamiataleemulquran.wix.com
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CONTACT INFO

ADDRESS: 6 MARKAZ ROAD, KORONIVIA
NAUSORI, FIJI ISLANDS
G.P.O. BOX 14505, SUVA FIJI
DIRECTOR: MAULANA FAIYAZ -+679 995-0471

WEBSITE: jamiataleemulquran.wix.com
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SAUDAGAR CASH AND CARRY
28700 Mission Blvd, Hayward CA - 510-885-0430

Ramadan Mubarak " EID SALE "
Dates

Almonds
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SAUDAGAR CASH AND CARRY
28700 Mission Blvd, Hayward CA - 510-885-0430
World
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AUSTRALIA REAFFIRMS FURTHER SUPPORT
TO FIJI’S IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT

Australia reaffirmed its support towards the Fijian Immigration Department as part
of ongoing efforts to further
enhance our Immigration systems. This was reinforced by
the Australian Government’s
Department of Home AffairsRegional Director Pacific, Mr
Andrew Rice while paying a
courtesy call on the Permanent
Secretary for the Office of the
Prime Minister and Immigration, Mr Yogesh Karan today.
Mr Rice said at the meeting
that Australia is “opening its
doors” for capacity building,
secondment, and training pro-

grammes to boost knowledge of
Immigration staff and continue
with upgrade of Immigration
systems. He added that they
are open for more discussions
in areas of interests within the
Immigration Department. The
meeting today follows on from
the signing of the Direct Funding Agreement of $1.7million
between Fiji and Australia last
year, for the advancement of
the Fijian Immigration Department’s (FID) Information Communication and Technological
(ICT) Infrastructure. Mr Karan,
in response, conveyed the Fijian
Government’s sincere apprecia-

tion to Australia for its tremendous assistance and ongoing
support. He said Australia’s
assistance certainly supports
the Fijian Government’s commitment to an inclusive, safe,
secure, stable and prosperous
Fiji through comprehensively
developing the Border Security and Immigration Services,
among other important initiatives. Mr Karan added that Fiji
will continue to work closely
with Australia to ensure effective and efficient services are
achieved within the Immigration Department.

FIJI AND AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND SIGN
DUAVATA PARTNERSHIP

Prime Minister Voreqe Bainimarama and Aotearoa New
Zealand’s Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Nanaia Mahuta met in
Suva, today (29/03/22), signing the Duavata Partnership:
Aotearoa Whenua Manapori o
Whiti Tauaki Mahitahi, an expanded Statement of Partnership
between the two countries. “The
Duavata Partnership is a landmark achievement in the advancement of Fiji and New Zealand collaborations, which has
continued to enhance over the
years. It illustrates our shared
commitment and vision for regional solidarity. New Zealand
has been a great partner and
friend to Fiji and our partnership is the strongest ever,” said
Prime Minister Bainimarama.
Both the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Foreign Affairs said
that the Duavata Partnership reaffirms Fiji and Aotearoa New
Zealand’s commitment to work
together on issues of shared in-

terests and importance. “The
new Statement of Partnership
reflects our joint ambition to
elevate and strengthen our relationship, and underlines the
importance of Fiji to Aotearoa
New Zealand as a member of
our Pacific whanau,” said Minister Mahuta. “Aotearoa New
Zealand is committed to working alongside Fiji and supporting common goals — both in
Fiji and in the Pacific region
— that build resilience in areas
such as climate change, security, and sustainable economic
recovery from COVID-19.”
Prime Minister Bainimarama
also extended his appreciation
to Aotearoa New Zealand Prime
Minister, Right Honourable
Jacinda Ardern, for her strong
leadership and unwavering support that has led to the Duavata
Partnership. “This has been evident through the remarkable
support which New Zealand
has rendered to Fiji during our

greatest moments of need. Fiji
is grateful to the New Zealand
Government for its assistance
to Fiji, for the national recovery
efforts from climate impacts and
COVID-19 pandemic, through
the provision of humanitarian,
budgetary support and lifesaving vaccines.” “This strategic
cooperation is timely, as our
region paves its way forward
to progressive socio-economic
recovery. It will give impetus
to our common aspirations on
achieving greener, bluer and
resilient recovery, with the interest of our Pacific people at
the heart of it.” Prime Minister
Bainimarama said the Fijian
Government looked forward
to working closely with the
New Zealand Government in
the full realisation of the commitments made. “As a unified
Pacific family, we take great

pride in commemorating this
momentous occasion which
speaks to our historical links
and lasting bonds of friendship
that inspires initiatives for the
empowerment of ordinary Fijians and create platforms for
national and regional prosperity.” The Duavata Partnership
is a significant milestone in establishing the values, priorities
and principles that will guide
the Fiji–Aotearoa New Zealand
relationship in the future. Prime
Minister Bainimarama formally
welcomed Minister Mahuta to
Fiji and wished her well for the

week-long engagements to be
undertaken during her first official visit to Fiji. He also conveyed to Minister Mahuta, the
best wishes of the Fijian Government and the Fijian people to
Prime Minister Ardern and the
people of Aotearoa New Zealand. Prior to the signing of the
Duavata Partnership, the leaders
took the opportunity to discuss
a range of issues, including climate change cooperation, each
countries’ respective COVID-19
outbreaks, and responses and
support for Pacific regionalism.
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NOW HIRING LICENSED REAL ESTATE AGENTS
If you have been thinking of a career in real estate, we are offering full
training and online courses to pass your real estate exam!
Come join ELITE Real Estate Services Bay Area, with execellent commissions and benefits!
Real estate is a fulfilling career! Don't wait and think! Pick up the
phone now and call me for a Free 1 hour consultation that will change
your life forever!
Call me direct at 510 755 0980
Raj Singh, BROKER since 2004. With 15 years of experience, I can help
you increase your business! Come
Join my team and let me share with you my success!

Raj K Singh, Broker, CRS, GRI
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Real Estate
24301 Southland Drive Suite 217A
Hayward CA 94545
(510)690-1700 office/ Cell (510)
755-0980
www.eliterealestatebayarea.com
DRE lic # 02068779
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PRIME MINISTER RECEIVES COURTESY
CALL FROM THE CUBAN AMBASSADOR

Prime Minister Josaia Voreqe
Bainimarama received a courtesy call from the new Ambassador of Cuba to Fiji, His Excellency José Manuel Galego
Montano, at the Office of the
Prime Minister, this afternoon.
The Prime Minister congratulated Ambassador Montano on
his new role and conveyed the
assurances of the Fijian Government in working closely with
Cuba to elevate diplomatic
relations which, was formally
established in 2002. This year
marks the 20th anniversary of
the establishment of diplomatic
relations between Cuba and Fiji.
The Prime Minister acknowledged the Cuban Government’s
ongoing support to Fiji through
initiatives like the provision of
medical scholarships, which
has empowered Fijian medical
students in their career development, and it contributes to Fiji’s
health sector. The meeting outlined prospective partnerships in
mutual areas of climate change,
economic recovery post COVID-19, disaster preparedness,
health, education and sports diplomacy. The opportunities for

greater engagement through the
existing Visa Exemption Agreement between the two nations,
was also recognised. The socioeconomic challenges resulting
from the crisis in Ukraine, along
with the concerted efforts of the
global community to address
those subsequent impacts was
also highlighted. The Prime
Minister reaffirmed the Fijian
Government’s commitment to
work in solidarity with its global
and regional development partners in collectively addressing
common challenges and advancing shared aspirations.
He extended the Fijian
Government’s best wishes to
Ambassador Montano as he
assumes his new role, and expressed confidence that the Fiji
and Cuba partnership would
continue to strengthen. In response, Ambassador Montano
thanked Prime Minister Bainimarama for the opportunity to
meet in person and discuss a
way forward to enhancing engagements between our two
nations. He said the relations
between our two developing
countries constitutes a genuine

testimony of solidarity and cooperation. “Along these years,
Cuba and Fiji have continuously
developed cooperation for the
benefit of both countries. More
than 17 Fijian doctors graduated
in Cuba, as part of the Governmental Scholarships Program
provided by Cuba. Doctors
graduated in Cuba are currently working in Fijian communities and contributing to improve the health care services.”
“Cuba is committed to further
strengthen the bilateral coopera-

tion in those areas of common
interest, such as confronting
climate change, ocean and environment protection, disaster
management, education, health
care and sports, among others.
Ambassador Montano said that,
“Fiji can always count on the
solidarity of the Cuban people
and we are island nations and
we share great challenges, so
together, we can develop some
projects for the benefit of our
two peoples. “There are several areas with great potential

to be developed, for example
sustainable agriculture, sugar
agroindustry, promotion of renewable energies, just to mention a few. “Given the shared
status of Small Islands Developing States, Cuba and Fiji can
share experiences in sustainable
development, inclusive economy growth, in the middle of the
impact of COVID19 pandemic
and also the consequences of
climate change,” he said.

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS ATTEND
CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOP

The Government of Fiji recognises that women entrepreneurs are critical to economic
growth, peace and prosperity.
The Ministry of Women, Children and Poverty Alleviation
(MWCPA) is leading the effective implementation of the
Catalysing Women’s Entrepreneurship (CWE) project in Fiji
in close partnership with UNESCAP and all relevant stakeholders. This initiative is in response
to the Government of Fiji’s
commitment on the promotion
of gender equality and women’s
empowerment and realisation
of SDG 5 on Gender Equality
and multiple related goals of the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development. These were the
sentiments shared by the Assistant Minister for Women,
Children and Poverty Alleviation, Veena Bhatnagar while
officiating at the ICT Capacity
Building Training on E-Commerce and Digital Marketing to

Women Entrepreneurs in Suva
this morning. Assistant Minister
Bhatnagar stated that most of
this workshop participants are
fire victims of the 2020 fire that
destroyed the Suva Flea Market.
“The fire affected more than
100 market vendors, mostly
Women-run Micro Enterprises (MEs) and Self Employed
Women. Due to this catastrophe,
most market vendors are left
without adequate options to recover as they gradually come to
terms with the tragedy that has
befallen them and the twin crises
of COVID-19 and TC Harold.
I thank all women for their resilience in the face of disaster”.
Assistant Minister Bhatnagar
said that the objective of the
ICT Capacity Building Training on E-Commerce and Digital
Marketing is to strengthen the
capacity of women entrepreneurs to utilise ICT tools in support of their businesses. “This
platform will also increase

understanding of the business
environment that women entrepreneurs operate in, which
can inform future actions by
policymakers to create a more
conducive and gender responsive business environment. The
training will also equip participants with the knowledge and
resources to offer this training
to more women entrepreneurs in
the future”. “In July 2019, the
Government of Fiji in partnership with the UN Economic and
Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP) launched
the ‘Catalyzing Women’s Entrepreneurship project. This regional initiative is a 5-year Programme (2018-2023), funded
by the Government of Canada”.
Assistant Minister Bhatnagar
highlighted that the CWE project aims to strengthen entrepreneurial ecosystems that foster
women’s entrepreneurship, enhance women entrepreneurs’ access to capital through innova-

tive financing mechanisms, and
increase women entrepreneurs’
use of ICT through relevant
training and tools. These results
are envisaged to be achieved
through: · Gender-responsive
entrepreneurial ecosystem capacity development · Innovative
financing mechanisms · Women
ICT Frontier Initiative The Assistant Minister stressed the importance of striving to continue
to promote women’s economic
empowerment and to create an
equitable enabling environment
for women. She acknowledged
the Government of Canada and
the UN Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the
Pacific (UNESCAP) for providing the funds and programme
for women empowerment in
Fiji. She also acknowledged the
presence of Mr. Kenneth Katafono who will be facilitating the
training in the next three days
and the staff of the Department
of Women for coordinating.

Ms. Sesenieli Tagitagivalu, 59
years old from Lami, thanked
the Ministry for providing this
ICT Capacity Building Training on E-Commerce and Digital
Marketing that will help them to
promote their business locally
and abroad. “I am selling handicraft products at the Suva Flea
Market and the three disasters
that occurred at the Flea Market
have affected our business. We
found this training to be very
beneficial. It will help us revive
our business, and we will also
learn from it and share it with
other women in our area. Mrs.
Dee Kwain, 74, from Nadi, said
that she had no idea how to market products using Social Media
Platforms. “For me and most
of the participants, this training
will be an eye-opener. This will
be a new initiative for me and
will help a lot with my business
growth”.
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Digicel Pacific Boss In Top Telco Magazine
Capacity Magazine, a London based media publication focused on the latest in telecommunications has recognised our
very own Shally Jannif. The Digicel Group – Regional Chief Executive Officer – Pacific Group was featured in the magazine’s February/March edition in its 20 Women to Watch segment.
By Ranoba Baoa
process.”
Ms Jannif is recognised alongside names like
Google’s Africa Infrastructure lead, Sylvie LaPerriere, and Nokia’s President fixed networks
business group, Sandy Motley.
The magazine said: “In 2019, Jannif became the
first Fijian to hold the position of regional CEO
at Digicel and is the only female CEO at the
group. “Under her leadership, Digicel Pacific
was sold to Telstra, valued at US$1.8 billion
(about FJ$3.78 billion).
“During the Tonga subsea cable outage, Jannif
helped to co-ordinate Digicel’s repair and reconnection network.”
In a response, Ms Jannif said, it was a privilege and an honour to be recognised among the
power watch list of the top 20 women leaders
in the telco world. She acknowledged Digicel
chairman, Denis O’Brien, and the senior management team for having faith in her.
“Being the first Fijian person to be appointed
to this position is a great opportunity and I am
very grateful for the faith my leadership team
Digicel Pacific Chief Executive Officer,
continues to place in my team and me,” she
Shally Jannif.
said. “I would also like to thank my family – my
This is the fifth annual Women to Watch
mum, siblings and my pillar of strength, my
Power List celebrates 20 noteworthy women
only son.”
from across wholesale telecoms and tech sector. “Being part of a dynamic team that never gives
Capacity said this year’s list received the high- up under any given circumstance.”
est number of submissions since it launched
“Be it a Tsunami, earthquake, cyclones, floods
in 2018. The segment it said was: “Creating
or COVID, I am proud to be part of an amazing
an index that shines a light on women across
team that is so resilient.”
the space who have achieved massive results
“My team is my biggest asset.”
or reached major milestones in their respec“My style of leadership is inclusive, encouragtive fields, while breaking down barriers in the ing participation, sharing not only information

but your ideas, feelings, etc and most importantly being empowered to lead their own verticals/
areas.” Here is an excerpt of an interview with
Ms Jannif.
How Do You Manage Work/Life Balance In
This Fast-Paced Demanding World?
I like this question. My answer is a question
back to you – isn’t work part of life? I don’t
chase work/life balance.
Reason – I love my job, I love my family and I
love my life.
I find time in my day to do all.
I don’t have this maths in my head on the exact
number of hours needed where one can quantify
I have now achieved work/life balance.
We need to decide what is important and prioritize.
Sometimes things won’t work out as planned
and that is ok.
As long as you love what you do there is always
going to be no room for regrets.
Where Do You See Yourself In Five Years
Time?
Personally, I see myself nurturing and bringing up my son from being my baby (he is 10
at the moment) to a young man who respects
women.
Professionally, I aim to continue working in senior leadership roles, empowering more women
and young girls that they can be CEOs as well.
I see myself working in more philanthropic
ventures as well.
Your mindset is very important.
With a positive mindset, you find solutions for
the most demanding situations.

FANCA - FIJI, AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
CANADA & AMERICA - will meet head-head
to claim the Title of the FANCA TOURNAMENT
scheduled on August 17-21st 2022 at Prince Charles
Park in Nadi, Fiji Islands. FANCA will be celebratings its 25th Year - Silver Jublee.
Fiji Muslim Sports Association of USA- is preparing
to take Teams in 4 Categories to the Tour to Fiji.
All Star Team, All-Star Masters 35+, USA 40+ &
USA 50+.
While speaking with the President of FMSA of
USA- Br. Shameer Buksh, he is looking forward to
the Tournamnet and is preparing a solid entry to
compete in the FANCA Muslim Championship.
Br. Shameer also has urged any players interested
in joining the teams to reach out to him directly or
find the Facebook page, FMSA OF USA or visit the
website www.fmsausa.org.
FMSA of USA- also has planned an EID CUP Soccer
Championship in California on May, 21, 2022
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Celebrating 20years of
Success In Fijian Real Estate

Sunny Bay, Vuda Lautoka

Waterfront Lots from $175,000 USD
We Specialise In Residential/ Commercial/ Industrial/ Farms/
Resorts/ Holiday Homes In Fiji

propertyexperts.fiji

For Super Property Deals In Fiji Check
www.propertyexperts.com.fj

Land as Low as $35,000 USD
Talk To Us Today !!!

Contact one of our Sales Reps for Free Consultation
Johnny Singh
Tazim Ali
Nikhil Reddy
Rajesh Charan
Sikeli Baleituba
Gulsher Ali
Rajinesh Prasad
Elvin Prasad
Shivneel Prasad
Prem Singh

+ (679) 9993943
+ (679) 9993948
+ (679) 8980005
+ (679) 9336366
+ (679) 9993944
+ (679) 8980001
+ (679) 8980003
+ (679) 8980004
+ (679) 8980002
+ (679) 9250001

E: Johnnysingh@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: tazim@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: nikhil@propertyexperts.com.fj
Our Sales Rep Can Also
E: rajesh@propertyexperts.com.fj
Be Contacted Through:
E: sikeli@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: gulsher@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: rajinesh@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: elvin@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: shivneel@propertyexperts.com.fj
E: propertyexperts@connect.com.fj
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TRUSTED,COMFORTABLE
& CARING DENTISTRY
SINGLE IMPLANT & CROWN $2499

DENTIST
CLINICAL PROFESSOR

Dr. VISHNU SHANKAR

      
  
  
   

SPECIALS SINGLE IMPLANT & CROWN $2499 | TAKE HOME WHITENING $199 | EXAM & CLEANING $150

504 LINDEN AVE,
SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
https://sanbrunodentalexcellence.com

APPOINTMENTS:
650-589-8658

LOCATION IN FIJI ISLANDS

ELITE
DENTAL
YOUR SMILE IS OUR PRIDE
Dr. Vishnu Shankar D.D.S (USA)
549 RATU MARA ROAD
SUITE 4 NABUA, SUVA

Dr. Tanveen Kaur B.D.S (FIJI)
OFFICE: 7733 - 007
MOBILE: 7723 - 008
EMAIL: ELITEDENTALFJ@GMAIL.COM

www.elitedentalfiji.com
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Food

CALIFORNIA, USA

LEGALEGA, NADI

Desirable residential
lot for Sale. 8-10 mins
drive from Nadi
Airport along
Tokatoka Hotel Rd.
BUILD YOUR DREAM
HOME in paradise.
Close to new developments and minutes
away from Nadi town

$75K USD
$150K FJD

RAKIRAKI, FIJI

Approx: One Arce
Freehold Land for
sale in Fiji.

COMING SOON!
Patterson, CA
Brand New
4 Bed/ 2 Bath

Near Paciﬁc Cove
Resort
oﬀ King’s Highway

$489,000
East Bay, CA
Close to SF
4 Bed/ 2 Bath

$35K USD
$70K FJD

$900,000

For more information on the properties listed
above or to list your property with us, please call
or text ami homes realty.

Vishnu Shankar | Broker/Owner | 650-763-6462
Justina Singh

|

Realtor

| 650-278-2097

Licensed Broker / Realtor (Fiji / USA)

650-763-6462
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Ramadan
Mubarak
from
Nair Family
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MARCH 2022
Whether you own a home or looking to buy or sell one, here are the latest Good To Know articles for when you’re
ready to take the next step in finding your Forever Home.
LUXURY, LIFESTYLE, TRANSACTION ADVICE

BUYING A SECOND HOME OVERSEAS

As a world traveler, you may revisit a country area again and
again for its beauty, culture, people and lifestyle and decide
you’d like to buy a second residence there.
For your first step, The Philadelphia Inquirer recommends
hiring a property lawyer in the country where you want to
buy, as well as having a lawyer stateside to advise you. Some
overseas countries don’t allow noncitizens to purchase real
estate, while others allow it, but they may have visa
restrictions on when you can enter the country.
Most U.S. banks won’t lend money for foreign home buying,
and some places either don’t have mortgage lending
available, or they impose higher interest rates or require hefty
down payments of 30% to 50% of the property’s value,
according to Investopedia.com. Transaction costs may be
higher than stateside, including property transfer fees or
stamp duties that can add 10% or more to the sales price, as
well as other fees.
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices is expanding its services
across the world, and currently has offices in Canada, Mexico,
Germany, England, Italy, Spain, Greece, Dubai, and India.
Contact your Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices network
professional for a referral to an overseas affiliate.

HOMEBUYERS & HOMESELLERS

WANT TOP DOLLAR FOR YOUR HOUSE? NOWÕS THE
TIME TO LIST IT.

When you’re selling any item, you usually want to sell it for
the greatest profit possible. That happens when there’s a
strong demand and a limited supply for that item. In the real
estate market, that time is right now. If you’re thinking of
selling your house this year, here are two reasons why now’s
the time to list.
1. Demand Is V
Ver
ery
y Strong
A recent article in Inman News explains:
ÒSpring, the hottest time of year for homebuyers and sellers,
has started early, according to economists. . . . ÔHome
shopping season appears to already be in full swing!ÕÓ
2. Housing Supply Is Extremely Lo
Low
w - Ev
Even
en T
Though
hough Supply Is
at a Hist
Historic
oric Lo
Low,
w, Home Sales Are at a 15-Y
15-Year
ear High
Bott
Bottom
om Line
If you agree the best time to sell anything is when demand is
high and supply is low, let’s connect to begin discussing the
process of listing your house today.

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Elite Real Estate

Pr
Pra
avin Lal - Brok
Broker
er Associat
Associate
e

Certified Residential Specialist DRE# # 01415495
Direct: 916.213.0653
Email: info@pravinlal.com
View all listings at www.pravinlal.com
7412 Elsie Ave. Sacramento, CA 95828

©2022 BHH Affiliates, LLC. Real Estate Brokerage Services are offered through the network member franchisees of BHH Affiliates, LLC. Most franchisees are independently owned and operated. Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices and the Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices symbol are registered service marks of Columbia Insurance Company, a Berkshire Hathaway affiliate. Information not verified or guaranteed. If your property is
currently listed with a Broker, this is not intended as a solicitation. Equal Housing Opportunity. DRE#: 01415495
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Breadfruit
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Fresh Vegetables
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FIJI AIRWAYS CELEBRATE WOMENS DAY

Fiji Airways Managing Director & C.E.O Mr. Andre
Viljeon honoured the womens of Fiji Airways with
Breakfast & Q+A with some bias great commitments.
He added that the women are the reason Fiji Airways
is alive, flying and leading Fiji’s recovery from the
skies. The company has greatly committed to new
measures for women’s health, wellness and professional development.
Happy Women’s Day. Thank you, from the bottom
of my heart, for being the best part of our airline.

Aviation Academy. They’ve also brought on board Ms
Ilisabeta Fifita as a Mechanical Services Tradesperson
on our Engineering team.

Mr. Andre proudly announced thier first pilot
trainee of the year, Ms Meeral Kumar, who will
earn her wings at their world-class Fiji Airways

Book your trip today! WWW.FIJIAIRWAYS.COM
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INDIAN PSYCHIC AND
SPIRITUAL HEALER
Famous Indian Astrologer

Pandit : GAGANESH
HE CAN HANDLE ANY TYPE OF PROBLEMS
Business Investment
Work Problems
Money Problems
Childless Couples
Family Arguments
Loved One Back
Love Issues

Enemy Probles
Jealousy
Negativity
Sexual Problems
Depression
Drinking Problems
House Protection

Palm Reading-Face Reading-Horoscope Reading
25 years experience Traditional Vedic Psychic
An Expert Pandith Your Service !
Past, Present & Future of your Life
Love, Business, Sickness, Education,
Employment, Marriage, Court, Enemy,
Black Magic, Secret Matters Etc...

Gaganesh Can Help You To Get Your Loves One Back
Remove Black Magic, Family Issues,
Depression-stress, Arguments Etc

All Religions
WELCOME
OPEN 7 DAYS
8 AM TO 8PM

Call : 408-888-3132

Address : 373, River Oaks Circle , San Jose California-95134
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NATIONAL MARKETING

Ramadan Mubarak

TUTMALANGA

DATES

Almonds

Chopped Almonds

ELAICHE

Fruit Mix

Fiji Samai

TAWEEZ

2931 Whipple Rd Union City, CA 94587

Phone:.510.324.2220
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NATIONAL MARKETING
Sports

Ramadan Mubarak

Baby Knife

2931 Whipple Rd Union City, CA 94587

Phone:.510.324.2220
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halal

moon indian cuisine

moon
indian cuisine
indian fiji pakistani
cuisine

Most Affordable rates and prompt service:

Address : 600 West Harder Road Hayward, CA 94544
Open Daliy from 11AM - 10PM PH: (510) 780 - 9233
www.moonindiancuisine.net

CHEF PAUL

Over 30 Years of Experience in Resturant
& catering Business.
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Sports

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD MEDICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Primary Care • Family practice • Gynecology • HIV/AIDS & STD testing
Gastroenterology • Pain management • Therapy •Psychiatry

SERVING
Bay Area ǀ Los Angeles ǀ Kern County ǀ San Diego
SEE WHAT YOUR NEW HEALTHCARE TEAM CAN DO FOR YOU!

1-877-557-7826

WWW .A M E R I C A N H E A LT H S E RV I C E S . ORG
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Because addiction is not a life sentence

Addiction to heroin, painkillers, and other
opioids is a medically treatable condition.
OVER 23 CLINICS SERVING
Bay Area ǀ Los Angeles ǀ Kern County ǀ San Diego
SEE WHAT OUR ADDICTION SPECIALISTS CAN DO FOR YOU!

1-877-557-7826

WWW .A M E R I C A N H E A LT H S E RV I C E S . ORG

Take control®

Suboxone & Methadone Treatments can help you get back on track.
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RAMADAN KAREEM
Ramadan Kareem to all the Muslims of the universe. Over one billion Muslims throughout the world are preparing
to welcome Ramadan. Ramadan is the holiest months of Islam. This month is a gift from Almighty Allah and a chance
to attain Taqwa (fear of God) through fasting and Tarawih (nighttime prayers).
Let’s know about Ramadan and Ramadan Kareem Meaning, definition, significance and virtues. Please take time,
sit tight and read till the end as I am gonna discuss many important things about Ramadan that you may not know.
Ramadan Kareem Meaning
What does Ramadan mean? Linguists differed from one another on the meaning of the word Ramadan. Some linguists said it is derived from the Arabic word Ramida and its root is Ar-Ramdaa ( )ءاضمرلا يا ضمرand its popular
meaning is the intensity of heat in the summertime as fasting is usually in summer.
Another reason why this month is called Ramadan can be because people experience hunger and thirst during the
fasting of the month.
Others said this month is called Ramadan because, in this month, all the sins of Muslims are burned and turned into
good deeds.
It is also said that the Arabs used to throw their weapons in the month of Shawwal ahead of the holy months in which
the fighting was prohibited and the wars were forbidden. The four months are Dhul-Qa’dah, Dhu’l-Hijjah, Muharram,
and Rajab.
There are many opinions on the reasons for naming this holy month as Ramadan and the linguists’ opinion differed
from one another on this according to their jurisprudence and knowledge. Allah knows better.
What does Kareem mean? Kareem ( )میرکmeans generous or noble. Note that the word Al-Kareem is different from
Kareem. Al-Kareem is one of the 99 names of Allah and it means the most generous.
So the Meaning of Ramadan Kareem is Ramadan the Generous (Month). It is an expression that is used to great,
pray and mention the name of the month during Ramadan in Muslim inhabited countries like Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Qatar, Dubai and even in India.

Ramadan Kareem Greetings Purpose
Muslims say Ramadan Kareem, in English Ramadan the Generous (Month), because Ramadan is a month of the
generosity of Almighty Allah. He forgives, blesses and rewards faithful Muslims without a limit.
Let’s see what Hadith says about Ramadan. Narrated by Abu Huraira Radiallahu Anhu: Allah’s Messenger ( )ﷺsaid,
“When the month of Ramadan starts, the gates of the heaven are opened and the gates of Hell are closed and the devils
are chained.” -Sahih al-Bukhari, Vol. 3, Book 31, Hadith 123
How can the month of Ramadan not have this great status! Ramadan is the Month of Quran. It is the month in which
the book of God Al-Quran came down. Ramadan is the high time for worship and contemplation.
The imposition of fasting was in the second year of the Prophet’s noble migration. Arabs were aware of the status
and greatness of the holy month of Ramadan even before Islam had come. We should be better than them. Let’s make
Ramadan 2022 the best Ramadan of our life.
May Allah grant us the ability to cleanse ourselves from every single of sins and attain Taqwa through fasting and
nighttime prayers.
Happy Ramadan Kareem.
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Fiji News

AKBAR MEETS UN WOMEN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Minister for Women,
Children and Poverty Alleviation, Rosy Akbar paid a courtesy
visit to the new Executive Director for UN Women, Ms Sima
Sami Bahous at her office in
New York yesterday (27/03/22).
Minister Akbar is in New
York for the 66th session of the
Commission on the Status of
Women. The two leaders spoke
on CSW and priorities, with this
year’s theme being ‘Achieving
gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls in
the context of climate change,
environmental and disaster
risk reduction policies and
programmes’. They discussed
the need for more cohesive approaches, and a more visible

role of the Ministry of Women in
this space, as repeated disasters
meant that women were being
repeatedly challenged with differentiated impacts. Recovery
and economic empowerment
were also discussed extensively
in this regard and UN Women is
keen to expand support in this
area. The focus of the discussions in this meeting included
Gender Based Violence as this is
an area of concern for UN Women and the National Women’s
Machinery in Fiji. Ms Bahous
recognised that Fiji has one of
the best normative frameworks
in the developing world. However, it was agreed that despite
this, Fiji does have exceptionally high rates of GBV. Minister

Akbar took the time to brief Ms
Bahous on the progress of the
National Action Plan on Pre-

venting Violence against all
Women and Girls which UN
Women has supported. The two

leaders also had discussions on
some of the regional challenges
and perspectives.

MINISTER KUMAR COMMENDS THE WORK OF
SOROPTIMIST INTERNATIONAL

Minister Premila Kumar
attended the club charter ceremony of the Soroptimist International Sugar City Fiji at
the Tanoa Waterfront Hotel in
Lautoka, yesterday (27/03/22).
The Minister said that it was a
proud moment for Fiji to witness the commitment and dedication made by these women to
serve their community through
the establishment of the 9th So-

roptimist club in Fiji, joining the
121 other such organisations
in the world. "Soroptimist International is a global movement of women, with more than
3,000 clubs in 126 countries/
territories, spread over 5 Federations," said Minister Kumar.
The Minister commended the
work of the organisation and
thanked them on behalf of the
many women and girls they

have supported. "It’s an organisation that empowers women
to progress in their professional
and personal lives despite the
struggles that women normally
face." "It is worth noting that
Soroptimist International South
West Pacific Fiji works in 6 areas such as education, health,
environment, social and economic development, Prevention
of violence against women and
girls, and international goodwill
and understanding - Soroptimists have improved the lives of
women and girls through such
programmes leading to social
and economic empowerment."
The Minister also highlighted
the role education plays in the
empowerment of women and
how the Government has sup-

ported this through its initiatives. "With the provision of
free education, we have closed
the gap in the access to education by girls. We have seen over
the years, the participation of
girls in education has been increasing steadily."The Minister
concluded by saying it was a

very rare occasion to see a club
that includes women from any
profession, any age group and
with any skillsets, who had in
common the willingness and
desire to serve, and again acknowledged the hard-working
members of the Soroptomist
Society for organising the event.

AKBAR MEETS UNDP ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
The Minister for Women,
Children and Poverty Alleviation, Rosy Akbar paid a courtesy
visit to Ms Usha Rao-Monari,
Under-Secretary-General and
Associate Administrator of the
United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) at her
office in New York yesterday
(27/03/22). Minister Akbar
briefed Ms Monari on the work
of the REACH Project in Fiji,
which is a project carried out in
partnership between the Fijian
Government through the Ministry for Women, Children and
Poverty Alleviation, and UNDP

with funding from the Japanese
Government. The two leaders
discussed ways to strengthen
their partnership in future and
also the project itself. UNDP
was keen to see how REACH
can be used to scale up the digitalisation of services to women
and others. During the discussion, the two leaders also discussed gender-based violence
in Fiji and worldwide and the
avenues for action. Minister
Akbar shared the various initiatives that Fiji has embarked
on in this regard.
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Roop Kala Jewelers

Specialists in 22ct Gold Jewelry
Once a Customer, Always a Friend
Now Available Imitation Jewelry
Fashion & Silver Jewelry
Watch Ba�ery Change
Watch Repair
San Bruno, CA 94066
PH:(650) 871-5611
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631 San Mateo Ave

Roop Kala Jewelers CASH FOR GOLD
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EID SALE
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CA 94066
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WESTERN DIVISION STUDENTS RECEIVE STATIONERY
Minister Kumar joined the
Fiji Water Foundation in handing over backpacks and stationery to students in the Western
Division at Xavier College on
Saturday 26 March 2022. Over
the coming weeks, the initiative aims to provide these items
to around 67,000 primary and
secondary students from Ra, Tavua, Ba, Lautoka and Yasawas
to support them in their preparations for the upcoming 2022
academic year which begins on
1 April. "As we prepare for our
new school year, we look forward to receiving our students
back in high spirits," said the
Minister. The Minister highlighted the various initiatives by
the Government to support the
education sector, adding that it

was working, as could be seen in
the steady increase in school attendance. "This shows that there
is a genuine interest in our families to educate their children and
the support that the Government
is providing in terms of the free
education grant, free textbooks
and transport is clearly helping
parents to send their children
to school. The participation of
girls in education has also increased," she said. She thanked
parents for always supporting
their children and for trusting
the Ministry with its day to
day obligations and took the
opportunity to thank all students and teachers throughout
Fiji for their perseverance and
determination. "Please enjoy
your one week break, stay safe

and prepare well for the 2022
academic year." Minister Kumar also thanked the Fiji Water

Foundation for their kind contribution, acknowledging their
support towards children’s edu-

cation by giving back to local
communities.

"HOLI BRINGS PEOPLE TOGETHER" - PM BAINIMARAMA

Colours do not judge or discriminate among the people
playing with them, and neither
should the people applying
these colours. Rich or poor,
powerful or humble, beautiful or homely, we are all the
same—and all one. This was
the message by Prime Minister Voreqe Bainimarama while
participating in the Holi Milan
Celebrations in MySuva Park
today. “Holi brings people together, and the fun comes from
mingling with our neighbours
and being doused with colours
even by perfect strangers,” he
said. “Holi is definitely one of
my favourite festivals in the
Hindu calendar— the beautiful
and vibrant colours, the merrymaking, the singing and dancing. “ “The beauty behind Holi

celebrations is that the different
colours, when combined, cross
all barriers and come together
to be equal, to find peace and
spread happiness,” he added.
PM Bainimarama said Holi
brings people together as one
nation and one Fijian people
who don’t take unity for granted but build it, nurture it, and
fight for it when it is threatened.
“Holi celebrations have been
a part of Fiji for 143 years —
ever since the first indentured
labourers arrived and over the
decades, the festival has spread
across different communities,
schools and workplaces and
become a national celebration,
enjoyed by all Fijians,” he said.
“I want to commend the IndiaFiji Friendship Forum, which
has just introduced a special

award to acknowledge the work
of individuals who have made
a difference for all. It is given
in the spirit of national unity,

and I thank you for it.” PM
Bainimarama also wished the
Indian High Commission for India’s 75th year of Independence

and for organising a number of
events around Fiji to mark the
75th Azadi ka Amirt Mahstov.

PM BAINIMARAMA UNVEILED NEW $7 COMMEMORATIVE BANKNOTE AT THE 2022 MARIST 7S TOURNAMENT
Prime Minister, Voreqe Bainimarama, unveiled a new 7-dollar commemorative banknote
on the margins of the Marist 7s
tournament at the ANZ Stadium
in Laucala Bay last evening. In
congratulating the Fiji 7s Men
and Ladies Teams for their victories at the Tokyo Olympics
last year, PM Bainimarama said
the Fijian teams went to Tokyo
with the goal of winning. “Our
Fijiana Drua are showing that
right now in Super W, and our

men’s Drua are showing that Fijians play Super Rugby as well
as we play Sevens — and even
better when we can play on a
Fijian team,” he said. “Today
we are unveiling a new, 7-dollar
banknote to commemorate our
win in Sevens. It pictures the
men’s team on one side and the
women’s team on the other. The
men’s side is a gold colour, and
the women’s side is a bronze
colour.” “This commemorative
Banknote will be legal tender

and will be issued into circulation this coming Monday, 28
March, and which gives it some
extra value as a collector’s item
both here and abroad,” he added. PM Bainimarama thanked
the Reserve Bank of Fiji and
Oberthur Fiduciaire — who
was selected to produce the
banknote, the Fiji Rugby Union
for collaborating on this production, and the organisers of the
Marist 7s. He also awarded the
winners of the Marist 7s.
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Aamir Khan says he quit acting & films during lockdown:
My kids, Kiran explained I'm doing the wrong thing

Aamir Khan has left his fans
briefly in a state of shock. In a recent interview, the actor revealed
that he quit films and acting during the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, he refrained from
announcing his decision as he
thought the audience would view
at as a promotional gimmick for
his upcoming film Laal Singh
Chaddha. When asked if he
wanted to quit, Aamir told ABP,
"No I quit. Nobody knows this.
I'm saying for the first time, you
will be shocked. I had informed
my family that I won't be doing
any films from now onwards.
Neither I'll act nor I will produce
any films. I don't want to do all
this. I just want to spend my time
with you all. Kiran and her parents, Reena and her parents, my

children, my family are there. I
felt that. I understand it was a
response in anger. My family
was shocked as I was conveying
it to them in such an intense way.
Nobody argued with me. Then I
thought I should tell people that
I won't be acting in films now.
Then I said if I tell people they
will say, ‘This is his marketing
scheme as his film Laal Singh
Chaddha is about to release, he
is announcing his retirement’."
Aamir further added that his
family, too, was shocked with
his decision. "So I thought it's
better to not say this. Anyway,
my film comes after three or four
years. Once Laal Singh Chaddha
gets released nobody will realise
if I'm doing anything for the next
three or four years. By then I'll

London Files is an investigative thriller series that follows
homicide detective Om Singh,
played by Arjun Rampal, as he
takes on a missing person’s case
in a politically divided London
city. Battling his own personal
demons, Om is forced to take
on the case of media mogul
Amar Roy’s missing daughter.
Amar, played by Purab Kohli,
is a divisive figure in London
due to his support of a draconian
anti-immigration bill. As Om
starts to investigate the case, a

darker mystery comes to light.
One that threatens to expose
buried secrets and Om’s repressed past. Packed with edgeof-the-seat drama and suspense,
London Files also stars Sapna
Pabbi, Medha Rana, Gopal Datt,
Sagar Arya, and Eva Jane Willis among others in key roles.
Directed by Sachin Pathak and
produced by Jar Pictures, the
six-episode series is all set to
premiere on 21st April only on
Voot Select.

leave the industry and nobody
will know. So I decided not to
say anything and three months
passed like this. One day, my
children told me that you are an
extreme person, don't do this. It
will be better if you find a balance in life. I had quit films. In
my heart, I had left films. My
children and Kiran explained to
me I am doing the wrong thing.
Kiran cried and said, 'When I
see you, I see films residing inside you. What are you saying
I'm unable to understand'. A lot
happened in two years, I quit
the industry and came back."
Phew! Thank god for Aamir not
quitting! The actor's upcoming
film Laal Singh Chaddha will
releasing in August and will also
feature Kareena Kapoor Khan.

Arjun Rampal and Purab Kohli to star in
investigative thriller series London Files

Kangana Ranaut Writes “Tere Rone Ke Din Aa Gaye
Papa Jo” Taking An Indirect Dig At Karan Johar
Over Lock Upp’s 200 Million Views
Kangana Ranaut is one celebrity who doesn’t hold anything
back when it comes to speaking her mind and sharing her
thoughts. The actress, who is
currently busy hosting the captivity-based reality show Lock
Upp on MXPlayer and ALTBalaji, is super happy that the show
has garnered over 200 million
views since its premiere and took
a dig at Karan Johar while posting about it.For those who do not

know, Kangana has been on loggerheads with Karan ever since
she called him ‘the flag bearer
of nepotism’ while on Koffee
With Karan. In her recent social
media post, she mentioned KJo
and said he must be crying seeing the reality show’s popularity. Read on to know all she had
to say. Taking to her Instagram
story around Thursday midnight,
Kangana Ranaut shares a note
celebrating 200 million views of

Lock Upp. She wrote “As lock
up hits 200M views …. Sari
changu mangu sena/media of
cruella /papajo along with him,
going to cry chup chup ke… itne
papad belne ke baad bhi dekho
200M aur abhi aage aage dekho
hota hua kya, tere rone ke din
as gaye papa jo (As Lock Upp
hits 200 million views, the entire army of chipmunks/media
of cruella/ papa jo along with
him, are going to cry in hiding.

Despite them trying so hard we
have got 200m views. Now see
what is going to happen next.
Your days to cry are here now,
papa jo).”This isn’t the first
time she mentioned someone
from the film industry while
praising Lock Upp. Around the
time the show launched, she
indirectly dragged her alleged
ex-boyfriend, Hrithik Roshan
name when talking about how
people were concerned about

what she will say on the reality
show. She had said, “Log paanch
ungliyan mila ke haath jodd rahe
hain. Waise gala toh che ungliyon walo ka bhi sookh raha hai
(People are putting their five fingers together for my forgiveness.
Even ones with six fingers have
dry throats right now).” We will
now wait and see if Karan Johar
has any response to this dig by
Kangana Ranaut.
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Malaika Arora hospitalised after getting injured in car
accident, sister Amrita confirms she's getting better

Malaika was attending a fashion event in Pune and her car
reportedly met with an accident
on the outskirts of Mumbai. She
has sustained minor injuries
and was immediately rushed
to a hospital. ETimes reached

out to Malaika's sister Amrita
who confirmed the development and informed through a
message that read, "Malaika
is now getting better. She will
be kept under observation for
some time."Some time ago,

ANI took to their official Twitter handle to share an update
for the same. The tweet read,
"Actor Malaika has minor injuries on her forehead; CT scan
has turned out fine & she is currently okay. The actor will be
kept under observation for the
night & will be discharged in
the morning tomorrow: Apollo
Hospital"According to a news
portal, Khopoli police shared
that the actress received minor
injuries and was taken to the
Apollo hospital for treatment.
The police inspector said,
"The accident happened at the
38km point on Mumbai-Pune
expressway which is an accident prone area. Three vehicles
rammed onto each other and
all three vehicles have received
damages. The motorists drove
away immediately after the
accident and hence what kind
of injuries have been received
is not clear. We are told that

all have received very minor
injuries”. Now a FIR will be
registered after investigating
how the accident happened.
Apparently, Malaika's car was
between two tourist vehicles.
"We have received the registration number of all the three
cars and now we would contact
the owners to understand what
had actually happened, " As-

sistant police inspector Haresh
Kalsekar from Khopoli police
station said. Acc Meanwhile
on the personal front, Malaika
is dating actor Arjun Kapoor.
after her divorce from Arbaaz
Khan in 2017. The actress who
has appeared in many hit songs
like 'Chaiyya Chaiyya', 'Munni
Badnaam Hui' is currently judging dance reality shows.

The Kashmir Files' box office success decoded: How news,
social media, word of mouth scripted an unlikely success story
When The Kashmir Files
made ₹3.5 crore at the box office on March 11, its opening
day , nobody was too surprised.
The film had no big stars. The
previous film by its director
Vivek Agnihotri had done a
lifetime business of ₹20 crore.
If anything, it seemed like a
good opening. Within a week,
however, the film was rivalling
the numbers of Baahubali, no
less. For a film that was projected to earn not more than
₹30-40 crore, to be hurtling
towards ₹200 crore mark was
not just surprising but unprecedented. Many have argued that
the film's business increased
because it is a well-made film.
It's true that the film has been
praised by critics. While that is
an argument that merits discussion, there is no precedent for it.
Several critically praised films
have struggled to find viewers
in the past. If word of mouth
was always that effective, every National Award-winning
film should cross ₹100 crore.
But word of mouth helped the
film curtail the reversals that
smaller films usually see. Film
trade analyst Atul Mohan says,

"What multiplexes tend to do is
reduce the number of screens
for small films after the first
day or so when the numbers are
low. That didn't happen here.
The high demand meant they
had to increase the number of
screens." But even sustained
word of mouth goes only so far.
There have been other films that
have seen small openings turn
into big lifetime collections, but
never this big.Film analysts cite
films like Pink, Neerja, Queen,
all of which sustained their
collections largely through
positive word of mouth. The
Kashmir Files' opening day
collection was ₹3.55 crore. In
comparison, Pink earned ₹4.18
crore, Neerja did a business of
₹4.62 crore, and Queen earned
₹1.7 crore on day one. But none
of these films saw their lifetime
India nett earnings cross ₹100
crore. The Kashmir Files, on the
other hand, stands at ₹207 crore
after two weeks. The answer is
in the messaging. The Kashmir Files found itself linked
to nationalism and patriotism,
earning endorsement from the
government itself. Of course
it helps when the word is from

the mouth of the Prime Minister. When PM Modi himself
gave a speech about the film in
the Parliament, that turned the
tide for the film. That speech
and the political rebuttal on it
from the opposition turned the
film into an issue of national
significance. That is publicity
one can't buy in any market. "It
was quite similar to how it happened with Uri as well. There
also, after an endorsement by
the PM, the box office earnings
got a boost," says Atul Mohan.
Following PM's speech, the
film also received a push on
social media, particularly on
WhatsApp and Facebook. A
viewer, who watched it in a
Ghaziabad theatre on its second weekend, said, "I don't go
to watch films in the theatre.
But I received a message on a
family WhatsApp group saying
that this is a small film about a
good issue. It needs support.
Everyone watches blockbusters. But small films are the ones
we should watch." Many others received similar messages
and insistence from friends and
family. All this combined to
give the film a big push after its

opening weekend. The exodus
and killings of Kashmiri Pandits
is a sensitive issue in modern
Indian history. The mainstream
entertainment media does not
have many examples of stories
based on that episode. A previous film on the issue - Shikara
by Vidhu Vinod Chopra - was
criticised for being too watered
down. The Kashmir Files filled
that gap.
It tells a story that people
want to hear and tells it with
impact. That doesn't mean the
film is without flaws. The filmmaker's own bias reflects in the
storytelling. It views everyone
from a particular community
with suspicion. It turns everyone at a premier national university into conniving villains.
The narrative is in line with
what many believe. But it isn't
objective. Some have argued
that this is the sole cause of its
success. But that is debatable.
There have been other films
that have attempted to ride the
popular sentiment of a given
time to box office success. PM
Narendra Modi starring Vivek
Oberoi released right after the
real PM's landslide electoral

victory in 2019. Despite all
that, it earned just ₹23 crore
at the box office.Where The
Kashmir Files differs from all
small movies previously - be
it the Narendra Modi biopic or
Queen - is that it is helped by
a combination of factors. And
it rides them all. It is a wellmade film and a well-marketed
one too. It tugs at your heart
because it tells a true story,
but it adds some popular and
populist agendas to it. And
then, a whirlwind discussion
in national news 24x7 followed
by social media forwards help
it stay suspended in public's
minds for long.. So much so,
that it obliterates an Akshay
Kumar film at the box office.
The Kashmir Files may end
up being an oddity. No doubt
people will try to replicate its
success. But it's highly likely
most will fail. For a film to be
as successful, a lot of things
have to work in unison. And
that is no exact formula or science. Perhaps that is one of the
legacies of this film- that it goes
against conventional wisdom of
what the public wants to see in
the cinema halls.
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Jin Wei to make long-awaited return in South Korea

PETALING JAYA: Former
national No. 1 Goh Jin Wei will
finally make a return to competition at the Korean Open which
starts on Tuesday in Suncheon
City. The world No. 127, who
was the first reserve, made the
main draw following several
withdrawals. It’ll be the 22-yearold’s first tournament since losing to teammate S. Kisona in the
final of the Spanish International
in June last year. She had hoped
to compete in last week’s Swiss
Open and the ongoing Orleans
Masters but failed to make the
cut as she was ranked lower in
the reserve list. Sairol Amar
Ayob, who is coaching the independent shuttler under the
KLRC banner, is excited with
her return. “It has been some
time since we last saw Jin Wei
in action. We are excited to see
where she stands after a long
break,” said Sairol. Jin Wei quit

the Badminton Association of
Malaysia (BAM) last year and
decided to turn professional but
her plan hit a snag. She was
banned for two years along with
men’s singles Lee Zii Jia but the
issue has since been resolved.
After patching up with BAM,
she received a further boost last
month when she signed a twoyear sponsorship deal with Sunlight Sports Group (Li-Ning’s
sole distributor in South-East
Asia). In the Korean Open, the
top two seeded players are Chen
Yufei of China and An Se-young
of South Korea. The other top
players in the fray are China’s
He Bingjiao, India’s P.V. Sindhu,
Japan’s Aya Ohori and Thailand’s trio of Ratchanok Intanon,
Pornpawee Chochuwong and
Busanan Ongbamrungphan.Jin
Wei last won a title at the 2017
Kuala Lumpur SEA Games.

Women's World Cup final: Australia
outclass England to take title

The Australians shattered records in Christchurch on their
way to adding the 50-over title
to the T20 World Cup and Ashes
crowns they already hold. Alyssa Healy crashed an astonishing
170 from 138 balls, the highest score in either a women's
or men's World Cup final. Her
partnership of 160 with Rachael
Haynes and Australia's total of
356-5 are also women's final
bests, the latter a record for any
team against England. England,
who were huge underdogs to
defend the title they won in
2017, will rue their decision
to field first in perfect batting
conditions. They also dropped
Healy and Haynes in the same
over. Faced with such a mammoth chase, England lost wickets too regularly to ever be in
contention, but Nat Sciver batted with authority for a century
of her own. Sciver was 148 not
out when England were finally
bowled out for 285, spinners
Alana King and Jess Jonassen
taking three wickets apiece in
Australia's 71-run win. It was
a disappointing end to an England turnaround that saw them
reach the final despite losing
their first three games of the
tournament. Meanwhile, awesome Australia were crowned
world champions for the sev-

enth time with a perfect record
of nine wins from nine matches.
Lost at the toss? The suspicion
was that England would need
everything to go their way in
order to beat an Australia side
that entered the final with only
one defeat in their previous 38
one-day internationals. For as
much as England - and Australia - favour chasing, it seemed
like a gift for Heather Knight
to give away the opportunity to
bat first. No regrets over bowling first - Knight The defending
champions passed up the chance
to post a score that might have
pressured the Australians, who
dictated terms throughout. England did not bowl particularly
badly, but the dropped catches
were a hammer blow.
By the end, Healy was playing some outrageous strokes,
scoring runs at will. Despite
Sciver's wonderful innings, the
contest was effectively over at
the interval, the most dramatic
World Cup ever denied the final
it deserved. Hero Healy leads
Australia to glory Opener Healy
made a century in Australia's
semi-final win over West Indies
and here went one better, playing
one of the all-time great one-day
innings. What made the assault
all the more remarkable was a
measured beginning - Australia

took only 37 from the first 10
overs in the face of some searching new-ball bowling. Healy and
Haynes, who made 68, were just
starting to go through the gears
when the drops came in the same
Kate Cross over. Haynes, on
47, escaped as a diving Danni
Wyatt missed a chance at point,
Healy had 41 when the ball burst
through Sciver's hands at midwicket.
Reaching a half-century from
62 balls was Healy's signal to
go into overdrive. She scored
in all areas of the ground, toying with England by hitting
the ball where a fielder had
just been moved from. Healy's
second 50 came from 38 balls,
her third from just 29. After
Haynes miscued to point, Beth
Mooney arrived to bludgeon 62
from 47 balls in a stand of 156
that came in little more than 16
overs. Australia took 120 runs
in a final 10 overs of mayhem.
By the time Healy departed,
stumped off Anya Shrubsole,
she had cracked 26 fours and
become the first woman to pass
500 runs at a single World Cup.
All inside a packed Hagley Oval
stood to applaud Healy, Australia's magnificent match-winner
and player of the tournament.
England turnaround ends in final
defeat For England to have even

made this final was a significant
achievement given their three
opening defeats. They were
one wicket from a loss against
New Zealand that would have
knocked them out. They responded with five straight wins
and seemed relaxed as the final
began, only to be blown away by
the Australians. Spinner Sophie
Ecclestone, the tournament's
leading wicket-taker, leaked
71 runs from her 10 overs,
veteran pacer Katherine Brunt
conceded 69 from hers, while
young off-spinner Charlie Dean
was targeted to go for 34 from
four. Only Shrubsole, England's
match-winner in the final five
years ago, escaped the carnage
with a respectable 3-46. On such
a superb pitch, England actually
scored more quickly than Australia, yet only Sciver passed 27.
Faced with impossible odds, she
scored heavily through the leg
side, often with ingenuity, reaching three figures from 90 balls.
How different might this final
have turned out had Sciver been
unleashed in the first innings?
'Amazing effort' - what they
said England captain Heather
Knight on BBC Radio 5 Live:
"Credit to Australia. It was a remarkable innings from Alyssa
Healy - to do that in a final and
for them to put that on the board

was tough. We probably didn't
have an answer at times - they
batted outstandingly. It was a
very good track and it made it
very hard to defend. We fought
hard in the chase - Nat Sciver
was unbelievable, what an innings. We are disappointed, but
credit to Australia for the way
they played today." Australia
captain Meg Lanning: "I'm
really pleased with that. This
tournament has been a long time
coming - it has been in the back
of our minds and there are no
doubts we wanted this trophy in
our cabinet. It has been an amazing effort over a number of years
and to finish it off like this is
amazing." Ex-England spinner
Alex Hartley: "Australia have
had a professional domestic setup for five or six years longer
than England have. England
only started a couple of years
ago and the first year, realistically, was heavily impacted by
Covid. We've had professional
players in England for one year
effectively and that is only 10 or
15 games. "This Australia side
have played domestic cricket
for years and years. It will take
a while for England to catch up,
but they are not a million miles
away, and I guess that is the exciting thing."
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Obituary

Satyendra (Sam) Kumar Sukhu, Born April 11,
1946.
Vunimono Nausori Fiji.
Dated entered into Rest January 25, 2022.
San Mateo California.

SAUDAGAR SUPERMARKET
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ROOP KALA JEWELERS
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SEATTLE SANGAM FIJI FESTIVAL (SSFF)
SEATTLE TISI/TIV/TIM Sangam, expands its horizons to
Host Sangam Cup Mega tournament during the Memorial
Day weekend on 28h & 29th May,2022.
The tournament will be open to all Fiji Island descendants
living in USA and Canada – in line with the theme

“Expanding the horizon”
We are opening our scope to promote sports and
multi-cultural actives to each and every individual and the
families of our multi-cultural Fijian community. The highlight
of the program, which includes Soccer (open & Veterans) &
Volleyball. Great entertainment and activities for children and
families with Multicultural Island Night
Venue - Petrovitsky Park in Renton WA has the best turf
grounds for soccer. (16400 SE Petrovitsky Rd, Renton, WA 98058)
THIS IS AN INVITE TO INDIVIDUALS, THEIR FAMILIES AND SPORTS TEAMS TO PLAN FOR A
GREAT VACATION TO SEATTLE WA AFTER A LONG SHUT DOWN AND COVID RESTRICTIONS.
COME JOIN US FOR A GREAT SPORTS AND MULTI-CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT

WA State will be waiving the mask mandate from March 12,2022
Tournament will have Trophies and Cash prizes to winning teams .
Cash Prizes for Soccer Open & Veterans. Winner $ 2000
Runners-up $1000 , Volleyball Winner—$300 , Runner-up $200
Open Division Trophies – In Memory of Late Mr. & Mrs. Annamalai Chetty
Veterans Division Trophies —In Memory of Late Mr. Ajeshwar Raj (Babblu)
FEE SCHEDULE - OPEN CATEGORY SOCCER TEAM REGISTRATION - $300
VETERANS SOCCER TEAM REGISTRATION ( Over 40 yrs.)
VOLLEYBALL TEAM REGISTRATION

$300
$30

MULTI-CULTURAL NIGHT & KIDS ACTIVITIES
PRESENTATION/GALA NIGHT—SUNDAY MAY 29TH,2022 AT RENTON BANQUET
HALL ( Entry : $ 20.00 Donation)
Registration Deadline : APRIL 15TH, 2022
More Details will be posted on Seattle Sangam’s Facebook & web site Seattlesangam.com

soon!!!

For Inquires, contact – Bal Ram (253 632 2440), Karun Pillai (206 501 5717)
Ashnil Singh (206 288 3914) or Ravikesh Lal (253 398 6520) for Veterans Category
Email – seattlesangam@yahoo.com
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Norfolk Soccer Team wins Fijian Tournament

Rajal Goundar of Seattle was the VIP player of the Tournament.

Proud Wealthy Business Man of
San Mateo County & Longtime Friend of USFIJITIMES Rocky Buksh, Aten Singh the Longtime
President of Norfolk Strikers happy to win the first Fijian Soccer Tournament in 2022.

Kevin Durant Drops Career High as Nets Clinch
NBA Play-In Berth After Loss to Hawks

The Brooklyn Nets are locked
in to a spot in the NBA play-in
tournament following a 122-115
loss to the Atlanta Hawks on
Saturday at State Farm Arena.
Durant dropped a career-high 55
points, and Kyrie Irving added
31, but it wasn't enough to beat
a Hawks team that saw Trae
Young notch 36 points to carry
Atlanta to victory. With the loss,
the Nets moved to 40-38 on the
season. They currently sit 10th
in the Eastern Conference and
have four games left to potentially rise as high as eighth place.
The Nets entered the 2021-22
campaign with high expecta-

tions after the Milwaukee Bucks
eliminated them in the second
round of last season's playoffs.
However, the team has struggled
to perform and find consistency
for a number of reasons. Most
notably, Irving had only been
eligible to compete in Brooklyn's away games for most of
the regular season because he
is unvaccinated. New York City
had a vaccine mandate in place
until recently that prevented Irving from suiting up at Barclays
Center. Injuries have also caused
the team some issues. Durant
was sidelined for more than a
month from January 17 through

March 1 with an MCL sprain in
his left knee. In that span, the
Nets went 5-16 and plummeted
in the standings. More recently,
the Nets traded James Harden
to the Philadelphia 76ers in exchange for Ben Simmons, Seth
Curry, Andre Drummond and
two first-round picks. Simmons,
the 2016 first overall pick, has
yet to play for Brooklyn because
of a herniated disc in his back.
The Nets could desperately use
Simmons, but it's unclear when
he might return to the court.
If the Nets escape the play-in
tournament, they'll be one of the
most difficult teams to face in

the playoffs, provided they stay
healthy and get Simmons into
the lineup. So while some might
criticize Steve Nash's squad for

underperforming during the
regular season, they have the
potential to make a significant
impact in the postseason.

Mercedes’ current struggles ‘no fun at all’, says team boss Toto Wolff

“No fun at all.” That’s how
Mercedes boss Toto Wolff describes the Silver Arrows’ current predicament, the reigning
world champions lacking the

pace to compete for victories –
or even the podium – based on
pure performance. Seven-time
world champion Lewis Hamilton admitted his team have their

work cut out to get back in the
fight this year after he finished
10th in Saudi Arabia, with team
mate George Russell fifth as Red
Bull and Ferrari fought for the
win.Having competed for both
titles every year since the turbo
hybrid era began in 2014, Mercedes now find themselves in the
unusual position of third-best
with a car they are struggling
to get the most out of. “We have
been right in the middle of those
fun games [at the front] for the
last eight years,” said Wolff.
“It's extremely painful to not
be part of those fun games, and

by quite a chunk of lap time
deficit.“We're not going to rest
until we're back in the mix. It's
no fun at all. It's an exercise in
humility and it's going to make
us stronger in the end, even
though it's not fun right now.”
All of the teams have struggled
to get on top of the phenomenon
known as porpoising or bouncing that is impacting the newfor-2022 cars, with Mercedes
among those who are scratching
their head the most, according to
Wolff.“I think we’re not running
the car where we’re wanting to
run it [in terms of set-up], and

therefore it’s very difficult to
really assess what the lap time
deficit is if we were able to run
the car lower,” added Wolff.
“I would very much hope that
the gap is very much closer to
what we have seen [in Saudi
Arabia], but there are deficits
everywhere.” Mercedes are
currently second in the constructors’ championship, with
38 points – one more than Red
Bull, who failed to score with
either car in race one – but 40
adrift of leaders Ferrari ahead
of F1’s return to Australia next
weekend.
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Customer Care is Based in Nadi, Fiji
Available Between 8am to 5pm PST

Visit the website www.fijitel.net for new cheaper rates to the world
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